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Introduction 

 
Before making this variant, I decided to read what everybody on Board Game Geek has 

submitted. I picked and dropped a few things and I added a few things of my own. So this 

is why I don’t consider having entirely designed this variant from scratch. It is the reason 

why I now decided to call it the Melting Pot Variant. 

 

This is the second edition of the variant which now modifies all the basic actions to make 

sure that they all affect only the player who played it. A few simplifications have been 

made to the original variant I designed. There is now less modifications than the original 

variant. The component requirements have slightly changed and there is now full color 

components supplied with the variant. 

 

This variant seems to be pretty much modular, you can choose any rule you want and 

leave the ones you do not like. Still you need to know the original rules of the game else 

you will not understand anything written below. 

  

Components Required 

 
 You will require a few components to play this variant. Most of these components 

were designed because the original game had a bad component design. For example, 

there is no way to keep track of which age you are in. So these components help to play 

the basic game and the variant. Here are the things you need: 

 

• Generic tokens: This is used to mark the age advancements, simply use bingo 

chips, pennies, glass beads or extra resource cubes.. 

• Age and unit reference: Allows keeping track of current age, contains also 

reference information for the units you can recruit for each age. 

• Building reference: Explains the ability of all building including the new ones. 

• Sheet of card labels: Some cards has been modified, this is the new labels for the 

cards. 

• Victory point Sheet: Keep track of turns and victory cube allocation. 

• Resource Sheet: Shows the resource distribution among terrain tiles and there is a 

spot for placing cubes sold when trading. 

• Additional Tiles: Terrain and building tiles has been added to support up to 6 

players and 3 new buildings has been added in this variant. 

• Action Reference Sheet: Since some actions has been changed,  a reference sheet 

explains how the actions now work. 

• Fenris Wolf and Hydra sheet: The Norse has a new unit called the Fenris wolf. 

Two cards and 8 foldable miniatures are available. There is also a small track that 

the Greek player can use to keep track of the number of heads the hydra have. 

 

 



Rule Changes 

 
Actions System 

 
Hand size and cards played: Each player now play 4 actions per turn and the hand size 

of each age is now: 5-6-7-8. 

 

Gather: Other players do not gather anything when somebody plays a gather action. 

 

Explore: The number of tiles for selection can be 3, 5 or 7. It is not relative to the number 

of players anymore. Other players does not pickup a terrain tile when playing an explore 

action.  

 

Trade: As normal, the player must pay the price to start trading. Then he can exchange 

resources at 1 for 2 resources for any type not given in trade. So players can make profit 

while trading but they cannot buy the same type they have sold. 

 

When trading, place in the trading square of the resource sheet all the resources you are 

giving (even the initial cost) to make sure players remember which type of resource has 

been sold since these resources cannot be bought anymore for this trade. In the end, you 

will get the following results:  

 

• Trade 1 Resource type for up to 3 different types 

• Trade 2 Resources types for up to 2 different types 

• Trade 3 Resources types for  1 type 

 

When trading favor for victory cubes, victory cubes count as a resource type. So you 

cannot trade to buy favor and then trade favor for victory cubes in the same trade. 

 

Combat Rules 

 
Battle setup: When a player decides to attack, the attacker first selects his units to bring 

in battle. The attacker then decides a target to attack: city, territory, holding. Then the 

defender selects the units that will defend this area or simply surrender. 

 

Number of units in battle: The number of units the defender can bring into play is 

always 4 unless the defender has an armory which raises it to 5. The attacker uses the 

number of units written on the attack card. 

 

Heroes: Each player can bring up to 1 hero in each battle and he does not count in the 

number of units the player can use. So a defender can have 4 units, plus 1 hero, plus 1 

extra unit from the armory in the same battle. 

 

Duel match up: Players take in their hand the cards of the units in the battle. Each player 

picks up randomly a card from their opponent’s hand. These cards indicates the units that 

duels. After the duel, discard the card if there are no more units of that type in the battle. 

Else reshuffle the card and continue to draw cards the same way for each duel until 

somebody surrenders. 

 



Ties in duels: If there is a tie in a duel, both units retreat to the player’s board. There are 

exceptions like for example the Medusa that always wins ties. 

 

Holding reward: If the attacker wins and attacked the holding area, the number of 

resources stolen is 8 instead of 5. 

 

Hit on 5+: The original designer introduced this rule where in battles you hit on +5 

instead of 6+. This rule is essential else you end up with too many ties in battles. 

 

Scoring Rules 

 
Victory chart: The scoring now use a victory chart composed of 3 sections. 

 

Largest Army (1-2) 

Largest Territory (3-4) 

Largest City (5-6) 

  

Victory cube setup: You need a number of cubes equal to the number of players x 10. 

Make 10 columns of cube and place them on the turn track on the victory chart. You will 

take cubes from this section to place them on the scoring areas every turn. 

 

Random Cube Placement: At the beginning of each turn, roll 1 die for each player. The 

results determine in which scoring area the cube will be placed. So X cubes will be 

placed each turn, where X is the number of players, during 10 turns. 

 

Gaining Victory cubes: At the end of each turn, you score each area. If one area has no 

cubes, it does not get scored. The player with the largest army/territory/city takes the 

cubes in the matching section. If players are tied for the first place, leave the cubes there 

for the next round. 

 

Wonder: When the wonder gets built, the game ends immediately and all remaining 

victory cubes will never be distributed. The player who builds the wonder receives 

additional victory points. He receives points equal to 3 + number of players. So the 

reward will range between 5 and 9 points. 

 

Favor Trading: The victory cubes gained from favor trading are picked on any of the 3 

victory chart’s area. So the maximum number of favor trading players can do in a turn is 

equal to the number of players. 

 

Buildings modification and new buildings 

 
Great Temple: The great temple building is indestructible. 

 

Wall and tower: These buildings count as 2 buildings for destruction purpose. So they 

cannot be easily destroyed with a god power anymore. A siege engine workshop or 

special creature is required. 

 

Library (2 gold + 3 Wood): When a “New Age” action is played, it does not count as an 

action. So that player may perform immediately another action from his hand. Some god 



“New age” action allows to play an extra action. That extra action is played at the end of 

the turn. Still, you need to have the cards in your hand to perform the action.  

 So if you want to pay the favor for the extra action and you have a library, you 

need to have at least 2 extra cards, so you must be in the classical age or better. When the 

next age card is played, you play an extra action immediately and at the end of the turn 

you play your last action received from your god’s power. 

 

Docks (3 Wood + 2 Food): When an “Explore” action is played, the player can take a 

second tile and exchange it with a tile already on his board. 

 

Temple (2 Gold + 3 Favor): Recruiting “myth” units cost 1 less resource of the player’s 

choice, while recruiting “Heroes” cost 2 less resource.  

 

Other Rules 

 
Limited unit access: You cannot build all types of units at the beginning of the game. 

Each age has a selection of units. You can only build units listed in your current and 

previous ages. 

 

Resource cubes setup: The total amount of resource cubes of each type to be placed in 

the reserve is equal to 10 times the number of players. (ex: 4P = 40 cubes). 

 

Optional Rules 

 
Team scoring: If you play with 4 or 6 players, you can decide to make teams. In this 

case, team member’s seat should be facing on the each other. At the end of the game they 

combine their victory cubes. Players should use the same civilization, the team with the 

most cubes wins. 

 

Component Changes 

 
Some of the cards of the game need to be modified to accommodate the variant above. 

There are little conflicts with the original rules, but sometime there could be some 

confusion. The other reason is that it is the only hidden component in the game. So 

players cannot ask for rule clarification/modification without exposing their hand. 

 

There is a sheet that you must print on labels. It has not been formatted to any label 

format in particular. I personally use whole sheet labels. Cut the labels  and stick them 

over the original text. For the god cards, you can always print on paper and drop it at the 

bottom of a sleeve and add your card.  

 

But for exploration number, you will need stickers. You could use simple colored dots 

and write the value in it if yo do not want to print on labels. I personally also used dots to 

mark which action cards were permanent. 

 

 

 

 



Exploration Cards: Place the following number on the exploration cards that has the 

matching text: 

 

= Permanent cards: “Draw one more tile than the number of players”. 

= “Draw the same number of tiles as the number of players”. 

= “Draw two more tiles than the number of players”. 

 

God Cards: This is the gods that had their ability changed. Most of the changes are there 

to avoid confusion. The favor cost stays the same. The cards marked by an asterisk have 

real rule modifications. 

 

Norse 

Odin: You may perform a fifth action this round.(Play the fifth action card after all other 

players have played their fourth card). 

Heimdall: No limit to the size of this battle for the attacker. 

Baldr*: (7) You can select a 2nd tile. 

Skadi*: All other players lose 2 resources of their choice. 

 

Egyptian 

Ptah: (7) You can select a 2nd tile. 

Sekhmet*: You may have up to 9 units in this battle. 

Thoth: You may perform a fifth action this round. (Play a fifth action after all other 

players have played their fourth card). 

 

Greek 

Artemis*: (7) You can select a 2nd tile. 

Ares*: You may have up to 9 units in the battle. 


